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THE KITCHEN IS 

THE HEART OF 

YOUR HOME

Kitchens are a place of nourishment, learning, gathering, and making memories. Kitchens are the most 
central part of our home, full of laughter and families bonding over the shared joy of cooking. 

At Sutcliffe Kitchens, helping you find and renew this joy for years to come is our passion. We take pride 
in helping families design and build the kitchen of their dreams. We see more than just a kitchen —  we 
see the excitement of every home cook, children learning to bake, midnight snacks, special celebrations, 
and kitchen dance parties.

We know that bringing your dream kitchen to life can seem overwhelming. That’s why we created this 
guide as a starting point to help you get a better understanding of your style, get inspired, and see the 
range of work that we can provide. Every day we help families turn their big ideas into reality, with 
spectacular results. 

After reviewing this guide, we recommend that you visit our showroom to view our custom kitchen 
displays, selection of stains, finishes, hardware, and more. Our team will work with you to get your project 
started! 

Visit Our Showroom
930 Woodlawn Road W., Guelph, Ontario
Phone: (519) 827-1111
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WHAT’S YOUR 
KITCHEN STYLE?

TAKE OUR QUIZ TO FIND OUT!

To find out which kitchen style is right for 
you, keep a tally of your results. At the end, 
head to the page that matches your result to 
see your dream kitchen! 

Which style of floor 
would you love to 
see in your kitchen?

A. HARDWOOD

 B. CERAMIC TILE

 C. DISTRESSED WOOD
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Which style of 
lighting piques your 
interest the most?

WHAT’S YOUR KITCHEN STYLE?

Which sink best 
speaks to your 
personal style?

A. COMPOSITE

B. STAINLESS STEEL

C. APRON STYLE

A. CLASSIC CHIC

 B. CONTEMPORARY BLACK

 C. WAGON WHEEL 

CHANDELIER

02

03
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Which style of 
kitchen cabinets 
speaks to your 
personality?
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Which countertop 
do you like best?

 A. QUARTZ/GRANITE

 B. STAINLESS STEEL

 C. WOOD

A. MISSION STYLE

 B. SLEEK

 C. UPDATED CLASSIC

04
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If you scored mostly As your preferred kitchen 
style is Traditional! 

If you scored mostly Bs, your preferred kitchen 
style is Modern! 

If you scored mostly Cs, your preferred kitchen 
style is Country Inspired! 

If you scored a mix of A, B, and Cs, then your 
preferred kitchen style is Transitional!

HEAD TO THE 

CORRESPONDING PAGE 

TO FIND OUT MORE 

ABOUT YOUR DREAM 

KITCHEN!



The traditional kitchen features classic comfort 
and boasts a timeless elegance. In a traditional 
kitchen, it’s all about the small details and 
conveying your individual character.

Some elements of a traditional kitchen may 
remind you of your childhood home, including,  
simple backsplashes and welcoming wood details, 
but with modern and elegant updates.

Don’t be fooled by the traditional look and feel of 
this kitchen — contemporary features like stainless 
steel appliances, sleek hardware, and a pot-filler 
will be the envy of everyone who visits.

Traditional style 
kitchens are 
welcoming with 
embellishments 
that can include 
wainscotting 
and crown 
moulding for 
visual 
dimension. This 
style of design 
often features a 
neutral colour 
palette.
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TRADITIONAL 
CHARM



Decorative drawer pulls and cabinet 
handles are the perfect hardware 
for a traditional-style kitchen, 
adding an ornate accent without 
being over-the-top.

Kitchen technology isn’t bound by 
any decor style. Create the smart 
kitchen you’ve always wanted with 
built-in tablets to read recipes and 
check the weather, and command 
centres to charge your electronics 
in one dedicated place. 

TRADITIONAL CHARM 7

IT’S ALL IN THE 

DETAILS
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MODERN 
SIMPLICITY

OUT OF SIGHT, 

OUT OF MIND

Modern simplicity offers clean lines 
with a focus on minimalism. In some 
cases, a modern kitchen may include 
bold architectural focal points and 
key design pieces to accentuate the 
decor of the kitchen.

Storage is an important feature in 
every kitchen, but it’s key to the 
design and function of a  modern 
kitchen. Everything has its place in a 
modern kitchen and every piece is 
displayed with intention. When 
gadgets and small appliances are 
not in use, they are tucked away to 
maintain a contemporary and 
clean look.

In a modern kitchen, the sky's the limit 
when it comes to unique and 
functional storage. From displayed 
wine collections and dishware, to 
built-in ovens, and hidden microwaves, 
these elements maximize space and 
use everyday items as design features.
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WHITE IS THE 

NEW BLACK

Modern kitchens feature bright 
whites and may include 
contrasting elements of black or 
grey for visual interest. 

SIMPLY WHITE OC-17 BY 
BENJAMIN MOORE



Country-inspired kitchens 
incorporate classic, old-world 
elements to give an otherwise 
modern or traditional kitchen a 
cozy feel. Also known as modern 
farmhouse, boho, or shabby-chic, 
this style often incorporates 
contrasting wood elements, 
exposed brick, or stone to provide 
a chic, unfinished aesthetic. 
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COUNTRY 
CHIC

Distressed wood flooring that’s 
whitewashed or grey washed will 
complement the aesthetic of a modern 
farmhouse or country-inspired kitchen.

COMFORTABLY 

UNDONE



Exposed red and brown brick 
adds texture, character, and an 
old-world feel for a charming 
country aesthetic. 
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RUSTIC 
BEAUTY

The options are endless when it comes to a 
transitional kitchen. This style incorporates 
complementary elements from other popular 
kitchen styles and blends them cohesively to 
create a unique space that speaks to your 
individual tastes.

Transitional kitchens prove that you don’t have 
to follow the rules. If you love many of the 
design details of a modern kitchen but you 
want a little more warmth or colour, a 
transitional kitchen may be perfect for you.

TRANSITIONAL 
DREAM
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Appliances are no longer something 
you have to accept as part of your 
kitchen decor. Stow them away behind 
custom cabinetry and enjoy the look 
and feel of a seamless, uninterrupted 
kitchen design.

HIDE & SEEK

Statement hardware and appliances 
like gold drawer pulls and the faucet 
pictured here, work as focal points 
and add dimension while being 
functional.

IT’S THE 

LITTLE THINGS

If you prefer a kitchen that pops with 
colour, or includes an element of 
surprise, a transitional style will help 
you express yourself. Go for the 
unexpected and include a colourful 
backsplash, an exposed brick wall in a 
neutral palette, or make a statement 
with your kitchen island and you’ll be 
sure to smile every time you enter.

BEAT THE 

BLUES
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TOP 10 MUST-HAVE 
UPGRADES FOR 
EVERY KITCHEN
Regardless of your kitchen style, these upgrades will work with 
any design and are at the top of every homeowner’s wish list!

Built-In Seating01

Toe Kick Drawers02
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Baseboard Vacuums03

Deep Drawers For Pots 
& Pans

06

Garbage & Recycling 
Centres

04
Built-In Wine & Beer 
Solutions
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Charging Stations10

Hidden Appliances08 Stone Countertops09

Disguised Vents07
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At Sutcliffe Kitchens, we offer a custom approach to kitchen renovations, 

designed to help you achieve the specific goals of your project. Our team of 

talented kitchen designers and experienced carpenters will take your vision 

and make it a reality, with fine carpentry and exceptional attention to detail.

Visit Our Showroom

930 Woodlawn Road W., Guelph, Ontario

Phone: (519) 827-1111




